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In the early 1900s, David Hilbert introduced a set of 23 mathematical problems. These problems caught the
imagination of mathematicians around the world for the coming century and beyond. The advantage of such
defined scientific puzzles is to galvanize coordinated efforts to pursue key scientific questions, whose answers
can also address the grand challenges faced by society. Consequently, science can advance more quickly in a
theory‐driven, rigorous, open and collaborative manner, with meaningful implications for stakeholders. In the
current editorial, I propose eight puzzles that could similarly motivate and guide leadership science. Whereas
this list is not exhaustive‐‐rather it is just eight starting points‐‐beginning to solve such puzzles will accelerate
our science and deliver on shared promises to our stakeholders. I then present actionable guidelines necessary
to solve these puzzles and conclude by discussing the role The Leadership Quarterly will play in facilitating the
pursuit of solutions to these puzzles.
Introduction

Who of us would not be glad to lift the veil behind which the future lies
hidden; to cast a glance at the next advances of our science and at the
secrets of its development during future centuries? ‐Hilbert, 1902
(p. 437)

Leadership is a dynamic social influence process (Day & Antonakis,
2013), and it is an interdisciplinary academic field that is of great
importance in all spheres of our lives from government and education
to sports and religion (Day, Fleenor, Atwater, Sturm, & McKee, 2014).
Scientists study leadership across disciplines such as in anthropology,
biology, economics, management, political science, psychology, and
sociology. In the study of leadership, scientists have discovered a
tremendous amount of knowledge to explain the phenomenon. Never-
theless, much of what we know about leadership remains beyond our
comprehension. Our job is to build on past accomplishments to reach
new heights and achieve that which has not yet been previously
achieved (Gardner et al., 2020).

In the early 20th century, Hilbert (1902), published 23 mathemati-
cal problems. These problems were presented as a set of goals and
served to galvanize mathematicians in terms of intensity, direction,
and persistence, while also promoting collaboration and a shared
understanding (Fang & Casadevall, 2015; Locke & Latham, 2002;
Robbins & Judge, 2017). In the current editorial, I present a set of sci-
entific puzzles as goals to be solved, with the similar hope of energiz-
ing and focusing leadership science in the years to come. First, I review
important societal issues and the role of scientific puzzles as a means to
accomplish them. The scientific method is necessary here to advance
the study of leadership in the same way science has helped us to accel-
erate other breakthroughs, such as vaccines for the COVID‐19 pan-
demic (Wulff et al., 2023). Second, I introduce and describe eight
puzzles, which can only be solved via rigorous basic and applied
research. I also discuss actionable guidelines for institutions and indi-
vidual scholars to solve these puzzles. Finally, in this position paper I
conclude by explain the role The Leadership Quarterly (LQ) will play in
facilitating the pursuit of solutions to these puzzles.
Grand challenges and scientific puzzles

Grand challenges are very large‐scale goals or problems faced by
society (Banks, Pollack, et al., 2016). Classic examples include estab-
lishing women’s right to vote just over 100 years ago in the United
States (Doepke, Tertilt, & Voena, 2012), the goal to place an astronaut
on the moon (Stenger, 2001), the vision to end apartheid in South
Africa (Mandela, 1993), and the global effort to map the human gen-
ome (Stephens, Cavanaugh, Gradie, Mador, & Kidd, 1990). The notion
of grand challenges has entered into a number of specific domains such
as management (George, Howard‐Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016),
computer science (Mertens & Barbian, 2015), epidemiology (Daar
et al., 2007), mental (Collins et al., 2011) and global health (Varmus
et al., 2003) as well as archeology (Kintigh et al., 2014) and energy
sciences (Manley, Anastas, & Cue, 2008). The grand challenges of
.
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leadership scholarship are countless as they span micro and macro
areas, many scientific disciplines, and ultimately all corners of society.
In other words, the grand challenges of other areas of science and soci-
ety at large are the grand challenges of leadership scholars.

Without leadership, the accomplishment of grand challenges is not
possible. Thus, our current grand challenges range from creating pur-
poseful workplaces and reducing discrimination to addressing global
health concerns and promoting basic human rights such as free speech
and equality. One recently accomplished grand challenge was the
speedy development of safe and effective vaccines for the COVID‐19
virus. Critically, just as the scientific method was necessary to create
vaccines, science has been and will continue to be important for
accomplishing other grand challenges that fall under the purview of
leadership (Wulff et al., 2023).

We must first solve scientific puzzles in order to be able to advance
theory and make meaningful contributions to practice and policymak-
ing. Societal grand challenges are distinct from the scientific puzzles
leadership scholars face. Goal‐setting theory has long demonstrated
that vague, lofty and ambiguous goals are harder to accomplish than
those which are specific and measurable (Locke & Latham, 2002).
Here is a practical example of this theory: The 23 problems or puzzles
introduced by David Hilbert in the early 1900s are one of the most
famous sets of specific goals in the last century (Hilbert, 1902). This
example has become known to history because of the effects of stimu-
lating collaboration and creativity, focused on a common set of prob-
lems (Fang & Casadevall, 2015; Varmus et al., 2003). Scientific puzzles
are the means to develop evidence‐based knowledge for practice and
policymaking.

Consequently, the focus of this editorial is on the scientific puzzles
faced by leadership scholars that will ultimately contribute toward the
accomplishment of societal grand challenges. Science involves the sys-
tematic study of phenomena through inductive and deductive means
(McDermott, 2023). The scientific method requires that findings are
reproducible (e.g., one can obtain the same result with the same data
and analysis; Hardwicke et al., 2018) and attempts at replication are
possible (Aguinis & Solarino, 2019; Collaboration, 2015; Maxwell,
Lau, & Howard, 2015). It is through the application of the scientific
method that we can solve scientific puzzles in leadership.
Scientific puzzles in leadership

In this section, I now propose eight puzzles to scientists who study
leadership. This list is by no means an exhaustive list. Rather, it is
meant as an illustrative starting point as others will no doubt be able
to propose other scientific puzzles (or refine these) that must be solved
in order to accomplish broad grand challenges faced by society. In
Table 1, each puzzle is presented along with a description and a set
of criteria for how we might evaluate when each puzzle has been
solved. It should be noted that no one study is able to solve any of
these puzzles. Rather, the solutions will come from a collaborative pro-
gram of work by leadership scholars. Moreover, while I attempt to pre-
sent evidence of when these puzzles are solved, unlike
mathematicians, we are scientifically investigating a complex and
changing world. What is more likely, is that the puzzles, when solved,
present relatively stable, but not final body of evidence.
#1: What are effect size benchmarks for leadership research?

Statistical benchmarks have been in existence for decades, such as
the correlation and mean‐difference benchmarks proposed by Jacob
Cohen (1962) and later meta‐analytically derived updates have been
suggested by others (e.g., Bosco, Aguinis, Singh, Field, & Pierce,
2015; Gignac & Szodorai, 2016). Yet, such benchmarks typically only
capture (1) covariation and not (2) temporal precedence and do not
(3) eliminate alternate explanations (e.g., omitted variables;
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simultaneity; Hill, Johnson, Greco, O’Boyle, & Walter, 2021). For
effect size benchmarks to be called such, they must reflect an actual
causal mechanism, that is how a change in one variable alters another
(x1 → y1). Evidence for causal inference is a matter of degree. That
said, effect size benchmarks have to be causally identified to merit
the use of the term “effect size.” However, this term is used loosely
in our field and gives findings a veneer of policy relevance.

Because proper causal identification is key and sufficient to guide
an a priori power analysis, inform Bayesian priors, or direct theory
development, even one causally identified effect size estimate is better
than meta‐analytic estimates that are confounded. At least two effect
sizes are necessary to conduct a meta‐analysis. The more effect sizes
we can meta‐analyze, the more we can reduce random‐sampling error.
Furthermore, additional data means we can account for moderators
that allow for understanding true variation as contingencies matter
when interpreting effect size magnitudes (Kelley & Preacher, 2012).
Context is important to consider in terms of the interpretation of effect
sizes as small, medium, and large (Aguinis et al., 2010). For example, ρ
= .08 may be a considered as a small effect size in a personnel section
context when evaluating a selection tool. However, this same effect
size might be considered large when considering the effect of an inde-
pendent variable, such as executive narcissism and firm financial per-
formance or ethical behavior and follower health.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle is solved for a relationship between an

independent and a dependent variable when we have effect size
benchmarks that are (1) causally identified and (2) have been meta‐
analyzed to reduce random‐sampling error and other sources of arti-
factual variance (e.g., measurement error). Causal identification can
be achieved in a number of ways. As long as demand effects are elim-
inated and choices are consequential and appropriate for the given
information environment (Lonati, Quiroga, Zehnder, & Antonakis,
2018), experiments are the gold standard for causal identification
given the ability to leverage random assignment as well as to manipu-
late variables of interest (Podsakoff & Podsakoff, 2019).

However, if the key independent variable is observed (and not ran-
domized) there are a number of other tools available to leadership
scholars, such as the use of instrumental variables in two‐stage least
squares (2SLS) models (Bastardoz et al., 2023; Sajons, 2020) as well
as quasi‐experimental designs including the use of regression disconti-
nuity, propensity score matching, selection (or treatment effects) mod-
els, and difference‐in‐difference (Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, &
Lalive, 2010; Hill et al., 2021) to establish causality in observational
research. We need to be able to cumulate such evidence as well in
some manner. Effect sizes can only be informative if multivariate cor-
relations with other variables are controlled for. For instance, report-
ing the meta‐analytic correlation of a specific personality factor with
job performance cannot inform policy if the correlations of the rest
of the personality factors are not first partialled out.

To summarize, establishing and refining causally identified effect
size benchmarks will always be a revolving process, especially as we
build and test new theory. However, as of the time of this writing,
we have only limited meta‐analytic effect size benchmarks that are
causally identified in leadership science. For example, we have the
beginning of such benchmarks in the area of charismatic leadership
(Ernst et al., 2022). A great deal more work is needed. Prospective
meta‐analysis as a tool is one means to accelerate the process of estab-
lishing such effect size estimates as will later be discussed.

#2: What are specific leader behavioral taxonomies?

Behaviors can be defined as “the internally coordinated responses
(actions or inactions) of whole living organisms (individuals or
groups) to internal and/or external stimuli, excluding responses more
easily understood as developmental changes” (Levitis, Lidicker, &



Table 1
Eight puzzles of leadership science.

Puzzles Description How will we know when this puzzle is solved?

1. What are effect size benchmarks for
leadership research?

▪ “Effect size” benchmarks have in existence for decades, such
as correlation benchmarks. Yet, such benchmarks are not
effect sizes as they typically only capture (1) covariation
and not (2) temporal precedence and especially not (3) a
reduction of alternative explanations (e.g., omitted variables;
simultaneity), etc.

▪ For leadership effect size benchmarks to be called such, they
must reflect an actual causal effect (x1 to y1). That is, bench-
marks that have been causally identified.

▪ When we have relations that are causally identified and have
been meta-analyzed to reduce random-sampling error and
other sources of artifactual variance

▪ When contextual moderators are accounted for that allow for
an understanding of true variation.

2. What are specific leader behavioral
taxonomies?

▪ The field of leadership hardly ever studies leader or follower
behavior.

▪ When behavior is studied, it is in isolation which does not
represent how followers simultaneously experience leader
behaviors

▪ Taxonomies of leader behaviors should be formed that cluster
verbal and non-verbal leader behavior at a micro-level as well
as leader behavior at a more macro-level (e.g., CEO behavior)

▪ When we have specific behavioral taxonomies that can be
used to train machine learning algorithms on a variety of cat-
egories of leader behaviors

▪ When we have categories of leader behaviors that can be
manipulated in experiments (and behaviors not manipulated
can be held constant)

3. Where do leader behaviors overlap? ▪ We must gain an understanding of how followers simultane-
ously experience various types of leader behaviors enacted
rather than almost always studying a leader behavior in iso-
lation or asking followers to evaluate a leader on a given style
in isolation.

▪ This allows for understanding when there is true overlap of
behavioral displays (the behaviors co-occur) or there is some
element of redundancy.

▪ When we have behavioral evidence that demonstrates where
a specified behavior does or does not exist in the presence of
another.

▪ A trained algorithm could be used to score naturally occur-
ring verbal leader behavior through sources of data such as
speeches, email and social media posts as well as videos
and transcripts of meetings.

4. To what extent does the effectiveness
of leader behavior generalize across
cultures?

▪ The majority of leadership research has been conducted in
settings that are Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,
and Democratic (WEIRD).

▪ Some leadership evidence likely generalizes to non-WEIRD
contexts. However, there are also likely a number of ways
existing or new knowledge will not generalize which we must
understand.

▪ When we can make comparisons of causally identified effect
size magnitudes in different cultures

▪ When contextual moderators are accounted for that allow for
an understanding of true variation.

5. To what extent does the effectiveness
of leader behavior generalize across
demographic groups?

▪ With the majority of leadership research being based on sur-
veys/questionnaires, we primarily have data on followers’
evaluations of leaders (y1). Consequently, we do not have
knowledge of the extent to which certain behavioral
approaches cause leader emergence and effectiveness for
men relative to women.

▪ The same is true regarding other demographic groups, such
as based on race and age.

▪ Leadership scientists must measure actual behavior of men
and women enacted in a laboratory or field setting to under-
stand (a) if men and women use certain behaviors at similar
rates; (b) if they are evaluated differently for using the exact
same behavior or if the effectiveness of the behavior differs.

▪ This same strategy must be equally explored in other demo-
graphic categories

6. To what extent do predictors, such as
follower behaviors or contextual fac-
tors cause leader behaviors?

▪ Leadership is a social influence process, yet the majority if
leadership models (a) focus on leaders (not followers) and
(b) do not capture a dynamic exchange between “leaders”
and “followers” which show the complex interplay of social
influence back and forth.

▪ For instance, followers’ behavior or organizational factors
might proceed and even cause the behavior of the individual
designated as the leader.

▪ Leader behavior is often not exogeneous, but endogenous

▪ When leadership models are developed and validate which
account for a dynamic influence process.

7. What barriers exist for women in ris-
ing to leadership roles and being
effective once they occupy these
positions?

▪ Currently women are underrepresented for many upper level
leadership positions in modern organizations. Bottom-up
solutions and top-down solutions must be simultaneously
employed to address such a matter.

▪ We must definitely establish what structural inequalities exist
as barriers and remove them.

▪ When we have an increase in articles uncover bias
▪ When we have an increase of articles documenting what hap-
pens when women get power

▪ When we have additional research on interventions to reduce
structural inequalities

8. What is the unifying theory of
leadership?

▪ Leadership science is plagued by theory proliferation to the
point that individual concepts of leadership (e.g., transforma-
tional leadership) are said to be their own theory.

▪ Like other areas of the social sciences, we lack any strong,
unifying theory such as is observed in other areas of science
(e.g., physics).

▪ This will be accomplished when a number of leadership the-
ories have been properly tested and failed, retired, or com-
bined with other leadership theories representing at least a
90% reduction in existing leadership theories.

▪ The emergence of 2-3 testable leadership theories that can
explain a meaningful amount of phenomena in organizations.
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Freund, 2009; p. 103). Social science research rarely studies behavior
(Baumeister, Vohs, & Funder, 2007; Fischer, Hambrick, Sajons, &
Quaquebeke Van, 2020). Specifically, in the area of leadership and
organizational behavior, evidence indicates that only approximately
19% of studies measure actual behavior and only about 3% of vari-
ables are behavioral in nature (for a systematic review see Banks,
Woznjy, & Mansfield, in press). The current state of the science means
that both leader behavior (i.e., behaviors that create social influence)
and follower behavior are missing from the study of leadership
3

processes (for visual depictions see figures in Banks et al., 2023;
Banks et al., in press).

What is more commonly captured than behaviors are follower eval-
uations of formal leaders’ behaviors (y1) as well as follower percep-
tions of their own attitudes (y2) or leader evaluations of follower
behavior (y3). The folly then frequently made in leadership research,
including articles published in very elite journals, is the idea that lea-
der behavior is synonymous with follower evaluations (x1 = y1). This
is a theoretical fallacy that goes unrecognized by a large number of
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leadership scholars (Fischer & Sitkin, in press; Hemshorn de Sanchez,
Gerpott, & Lehmann‐Willenbrock, 2022). Rather, follower evaluations
capture subjective assessments of leader behavior, contextual informa-
tion (e.g., a leader’s gender; a leader’s reputation as successful or
unsuccessful), traits and cues (e.g., appearance, personality intelli-
gence) as well as bias among other things. Leader evaluations which
tap into episodic rather than semantic memory, are likely to be closer
to capturing actual behavior (Hansbrough et al., 2021). I, myself, have
made the mistake of conflating leader behavior and follower evalua-
tions in past research (Banks, Gooty, Ross, Williams, & Harrington,
2018; Banks, McCauley, Gardner, & Guler, 2016). Nevertheless, as
leadership scientists, we must recognize our mistakes, learn from
them, and continuously strive to improve.

The above critique is not to say that leader behavior has never been
studied. Scholars have studied verbal behaviors (MacLaren et al.,
2020; Truninger, Ruderman, Clerkin, Fernandez, & Cancro, 2021) as
well as nonverbal behavior, such as eye gaze (Cheng et al., 2022;
Maran, Furtner, Liegl, Kraus, & Sachse, 2019) and hand gestures
(Clarke, Llewellyn, Cornelissen, & Viney, 2021). The problem is that
in our top journals such behavioral studies are grossly unrepresented
relative to questionnaire studies, which typically suffer from theoreti-
cal misspecification (Fischer et al., 2020) and endogeneity problems
due to conflation (and endogeneity bias). Behavioral taxonomies have
been introduced before. Yet, past taxonomies typically conflate
behaviors with evaluations (e.g., Yukl, 2012). What is missing are
non‐conflated taxonomies of leader behaviors. Further, multiple tax-
onomies of leader behaviors should be formed that cluster verbal
and non‐verbal leader behavior at a micro‐level as well as leader
behavior at a more macro‐level (e.g., executive behavior which would
need a clean delineation from firm behavior).

There will always be value in using questionnaires to capture
dependent variables like subjective perspectives of followers regarding
their leaders. However, such measures do not capture leader behavior,
and should almost never be modeled as independent variables because
it engenders an intractable endogeneity problem (Fischer et al., 2020).
We must make more of an effort to study leader behavior itself.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
Behavioral taxonomies can be created inductively using repro-

ducible and objectively coded qualitative techniques (e.g., topic mod-
eling, or other machine‐learning techniques). Such taxonomies can
also be developed deductively using the existing knowledge base (or
by using a combination of inductive and deductive approaches). We
can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when we have
specific behavioral taxonomies that can be used to train algorithms
on a variety of categories of leader behaviors along with supporting
reliability and validity evidence. Taxonomies will need to be refined
and will change over time, but they should be relatively stable from
year to year. Contextual moderators (e.g., in‐person vs. virtual con-
texts) likely plays a role in their stability.

These same taxonomies can be used to guide experimental and
quasi‐experimental designs. Critically, such taxonomies must have at
least three characteristics (Fischer & Sitkin, in press). First, they must
not be limited to a positive or negative valence that may be evaluate
one way or another as a function of unobserved preferences in the
eye of the beholder. We must separate the behavior from how a fol-
lower might evaluate it as a good behavior or a bad behavior. As sci-
entists, we must acknowledge this point in our behavioral taxonomies
and not assign positive or negative valences. Second, behavioral tax-
onomies may be formed into specific taxonomies or leadership styles.
However, such taxonomies are an oversimplification of leadership
“in the wild” and ideally, we must study as many relevant behaviors
as possible (or at least control for them, assuming they are objectively
measured and exogenous).

Finally, any behavioral taxonomy must take into consideration
how social influence is created, which is a necessary condition of
4

characterizing the behavior as leadership. This last condition may be
hardest to determine. For example, when is a behavior a counterpro-
ductive work behavior (Marcus, Taylor, Hastings, Sturm, & Weigelt,
2016) and not abusive supervision (Fischer, Tian, Lee, & Hughes,
2021)? The former is typically assumed to be a follower behavior and
the latter a behavior of a leader. However, in reality, a “follower” can
enact detrimental behaviors that influence a formal “leader.”Of course,
we must avoid a tautological bias here where concepts are defined by
their outcomes (MacKenzie, 2003). That is, defining a behavior as a lea-
der behavior simply because it creates social influence.

#3: Where do leader behaviors overlap?

A third scientific puzzle naturally follows from the second. Where
do leader behaviors overlap? There could be true overlap of behavioral
displays (the behaviors co‐occur) or there is some element of redun-
dancy. Thus, this puzzle closely relates to a longstanding question in
leadership research around concept redundancy (for a meta‐analytic
review Banks et al., 2018). Once we have begun to study actual behav-
ior in greater earnest, we may begin to understand the full extent of
redundancy in the leadership literature as well as when leader behav-
iors truly co‐occur (i.e., they co‐occur but are truly not redundant).
Part of the reason why redundancy concerns have not been further
advanced despite many articles on the topic is the fact that scholars
are continuously incentivized to introduce new concepts without
intentionally positioning the new concept relative to existing ones
(Newman, Harrison, Carpenter, & Rariden, 2016). Separating behavior
from evaluations of that same behavior (see Puzzle #2) is a needed
first step that then allows for investigating redundancy and true over-
lap. Many current behavior classifications are limited by concept
redundancy due to overlapping positive evaluations (Fischer &
Sitkin, in press). If so, separating behaviors from evaluations reduces
this overlap and thus helps reduce redundancy.

As one example, consider the study of charismatic and transforma-
tional leadership which has improved greatly since earlier critiques
(Van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013). Yet, more work could be done to
examine any redundancy in behavioral measures as well as the true
co‐occurrence of behaviors. For instance, a story or anecdote delivered
as a verbal behavior, currently classified as a charismatic leadership
tactic (CLT; Antonakis, d’Adda, Weber, & Zehnder, 2022), may also
be used as a transformational behavior to change the perspective of
a follower (Stock, Banks, Voss, Tonidandel, & Woznyj, 2022). Or a
rhetorical question (a CLT) could be used to deliver a harmful message
(a destructive behavior). Consequently, one could experience two or
more verbal or non‐verbal behaviors at the same time which may over-
lap, but are not redundant.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when we

have behavioral evidence that demonstrates where a specified behav-
ior does or does not exist in the presence of another. As one specific
example, a trained algorithm could be used to score naturally occur-
ring verbal leader behavior through sources of data such as speeches,
email and social media posts as well as videos and transcripts of meet-
ings (e.g., Jensen et al., 2023). Further, we would need to be able to
develop AI that synthesizes multiple taxonomies in meaningful ways.
Being able to teach an AI model to measure overlapping behavior indi-
cates that we ourselves can understand when the behavior overlaps or
is simply redundant.

We can also conduct robust qualitative studies (see McDermott,
2022) with counterfactuals as well as experimental and quasi‐
experimental designs (see Sieweke & Santoni, 2020) where more than
one behavior is manipulated or observed in the presence of another.
One of the best ways to understand something is to try to change it
(a saying attributed to Kurt Lewin; Antonakis, Fenley, & Liechti,
2011). Consequently, the concerns about construct redundancy in
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the leadership literature could be further informed by designs that
manipulate or change the phenomenon being studied. Unfortunately,
questionnaires will be very limited in solving this puzzle because fol-
lowers often resort to global evaluations of leaders. This reason partly
explains why some have wondered, “is leadership more than “I like my
boss?” (Yammarino, Cheong, Kim, & Tsai, 2020; p. 1). In sum, we must
gain an understanding of how followers experience various types of
leader behaviors enacted simultaneously rather than almost always
studying a leader behavior in isolation or asking followers to evaluate
a leader on a given style in isolation.

#4: To what extent does the effectiveness of leader behavior generalize
across cultures?

Puzzles #2 and #3 propose establishing behavioral taxonomies and
considering how behaviors co‐occur. Out of necessity, we must also
consider our leadership scholarship in nontraditional settings. In other
words, settings that are not Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,
and Democratic that is, WEIRD (Arnett, 2008; Henrich, Heine, &
Norenzayan, 2010; Rad, Martingano, & Ginges, 2018). Almost 100%
of psychological research comes from about 10% of the world’s popu-
lation presenting a potential bias if such research is attempted to be
generalized. Leadership research is not unique compared to general
psychology. In many ways, leadership scholarship likely generalizes
to non‐WEIRD contexts. However, there are also likely a number of
ways existing or new knowledge will not generalize.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when cau-

sally identified meta‐analytic reviews are completed and which are
able to include non‐WEIRD samples to the extent that such a knowl-
edge base can be considered as a robust moderator. Thus, this puzzle
will be largely resolved when we are able to make comparisons of cau-
sally identified effect size magnitudes in different cultures. Once again,
prospective meta‐analysis is one means to accelerate the inclusion of
non‐WEIRD samples as a complement to traditional retrospective
meta‐analyses.

There are a number of challenges faced by scholars in non‐WEIRD
contexts who seek to conduct leadership research. For instance, such
scholars may not have the necessary training (e.g., in conducting cau-
sally identified research) or resources (e.g., basic journal access) to
meet standards of journals owned by Western publishers. Alterna-
tively, there may be bias from reviewers or editors that occurs when
submitting to journals owned by Western publishers because the sam-
ples come from nonwestern contexts. Or scholars in non‐WEIRD con-
texts may simply publish in non‐Western owned journals and
Western scholars may not seek out journals not published, for instance,
in English. One would hope that meta‐analytic scholars who conduct
proper systematic reviews would not restrict their searches to English
only terms, but some do. Most search engines of databases are capable
of aiding in this process. Consequently, to address this puzzle, we must
ensure that non‐WEIRD samples exist (we seek ways to help cultivate
such samples through collaborations and grants) and that we make
efforts to reduce bias in publishing and/or seek out such samples
where they are published.

#5: To what extent does the effectiveness of leader behavior generalize
across demographic groups?

Related to the previous puzzle, as we progress in the discussion of
leadership science as puzzles, we can begin to imagine what other puz-
zle pieces must be filled in for us to have a more complete picture of
the phenomenon of interest. Naturally, another piece we must add is
a true understanding of the extent to which the effectiveness of leader
behavior generalizes across demographic groups. Here, I refer to effec-
tiveness broadly to include behaviors which help one emerge as a
5

leader and to be successful once one is in a leadership position. As
previously noted, the majority of leadership research is based on ques-
tionnaires (Fischer et al., 2020). Consequently, we have some knowl-
edge of how followers evaluate their leaders, but not what behaviors
are enacted to cause those evaluations. For example, meta‐analytic evi-
dence shows there is almost no difference between how men and
women as leaders are evaluated by followers on charisma (the 95%
confidence interval incudes 0; Banks et al., 2017); though the usual
caveats should be considered given that this research was based on
questionnaires and the behaviors were not exogenously manipulated
across men and women (and then evaluated). We do not know to what
extent women and men enact the same behaviors to cause evaluations
of charisma. Or to what extent women and men enact different (sets
of) behaviors. To what extent are they evaluated the same for using
the same behaviors?

Again, it is quite possible that there are times men and women are
evaluated the same by followers for using the same behavior. How-
ever, there are also potentially times that men and women are evalu-
ated differently by followers based on societal expectations and role
congruity. As one example, if men leaders dominate the speaking time
during a meeting, they may be evaluated more favorably than women
leaders who speak for the same length of time (MacLaren et al., 2020).
The same result holds true for race and other demographic categories
in terms of the need to understand how leader behavior effectiveness
generalizes.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when meta‐

analytic reviews, using clean causal data, are able to compare and
model one or more demographic categories simultaneously. There
are a number of moderating factors that would have to be accounted
for in the meta‐analytic reviews, such as intersectionality (e.g.,
between race and gender). Or such studies might consider how leaders
adapt their behaviors based on formal/informal roles, level of the lea-
der, responses from followers (see Puzzle #6). Study preregistration
and/or registered reports (to be discussed later) are useful tools in
answering any of the scientific puzzles (for reviews see Chambers &
Tzavella, 2022; Toth et al., 2021). However, they may be especially
valuable in this context to avoid publication bias. For instance, if find-
ings generally show evidence for gender differences on a particular
leadership outcome, it may be harder to publish a study showing null
results because this result may be inconsistent with the expectations of
some reviewers. Else, if results confirm a gender difference, reviewers
may question the novelty of the finding.

When comparing men and women in leadership research it is
important that we publish the results regardless of the findings, which
is a key value of this journal. For instance, recent findings have ques-
tioned whether the Queen Bee (Arvate, Galilea, & Todescat, 2018) and
the Glass Cliff phenomena are simply myths (Bechtoldt, Bannier, &
Rock, 2019)—such research would be difficult to publish in journals
that require novelty, statistically significant results, and a theoretical
contribution. Others have published mixed and inconclusive findings
on the benefits of corporate board diversity (Zattoni, Leventis, Van
Ees, & De Masi, 2022) as well as conflicting findings on the persistence
of racial stereotypes (Petsko & Rosette, 2022; Ubaka, Lu, & Gutierrez,
2022). In sum, we must understand the effectiveness of leader behav-
ior across demographic groups using a combination of rigorous
methodologies and then publish the results regardless of what we find.

#6: To what extent do predictors, such as leader individual differences,
follower behaviors or contextual factors, cause leader behaviors?

Leadership is a social influence process, which in reality has a
dynamic back and forth element between the influencer and the target
of the influence (Heggestad et al., 2023). Yet the majority of leader-
ship models (1) focus on leaders (not followers) (Bastardoz & Van
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Vugt, 2019) and (2) do not capture a dynamic exchange between
“leaders” and “followers” which show the complex interplay of social
influence back and forth (Oc & Bashshur, 2013). For instance, follow-
ers’ behavior (e.g., words or emotional displays) or contextual factors
might proceed and even cause the behavior of the individual desig-
nated as the leader. Thus, observed (i.e., measured) leader behavior
is often endogenous and not exogenous (Güntner, Klonek, Lehmann‐
Willenbrock, & Kauffeld, 2020). Consequently, we must develop and
validate leadership models that illustrate the extent to which predic-
tors, such as follower behaviors or contextual factors, cause leader
behaviors. Of course, with exogenous manipulations of leader behav-
ior, we can safely estimate the one‐way effect of leader behavior on
follower outcomes. Related to this point, we do not know enough
yet regarding biological causes of leader emergence and effectiveness,
such as genes (Van Vugt & von Rueden, 2020) or stable individual dif-
ferences (Antonakis, Day, & Schyns, 2012).

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when lead-

ership models are developed which account for a dynamic influence
process. This goal requires theorizing and methodological designs that
account for time (Aguinis & Bakker, 2021; Shipp & Cole, 2015). How-
ever, simply because leader behavior is measured at Time 1 and a fol-
lower outcome is measured at Time 2, we cannot assume the leader
behavior to be exogenous (Güntner et al., 2020). That is, just because
we measure one variable (x1) before the other (y1), we cannot theoret-
ically or empirically assume that x1 → y1. In fact, the sequence may be
y1→ x1 → y2; omitted causes could explain the relations too over time.
Whereas experiments are useful at determining causal inferences,
many typical experimental designs are limited in capturing dynamic
processes. To best solve this puzzle, a triangulation approach is
required that uses a mixture of methodologies in field and laboratory
settings and at the same time ensures correct causal specification in
models.

#7: What barriers exist for women in rising to leadership roles and being
effective once they occupy these positions?

Currently women are underrepresented for many upper level lead-
ership positions in modern organizations (Paustian‐Underdahl,
Walker, & Woehr, 2014). It has been reported that less than 5% of stud-
ies in relevant journals focus on specific interventions for addressing
gender inequality (Lau, Scott, Warren, & Bligh, in press). Bottom‐up
solutions and top‐down solutions must be simultaneously employed
to address such a matter (Perez, 2019). Puzzle #5 includes a focus
on such bottom‐up solutions to advance gender equality through lead-
ership training and development. However, we must also consider
structural inequalities in the form of our organizational processes that
produce barriers for women to be successful as leaders (Martell, Lane,
& Emrich, 1996; Samuelson, Levine, Barth, Wessel, & Grand, 2019). In
many ways, we already have a grasp of the obstacles that women face,
such as systematic bias in the workplace (Eagly & Karau, 2002), social
challenges including caregiving (Yavorsky, Kamp Dush, & Schoppe‐
Sullivan, 2015), and the devaluation of women dominated jobs
(Yavorsky & Dill, 2020).

What is required, is actually a puzzle within a puzzle to more
explicitly understand how macro challenges may be addressed with
“small wins” (Correll, 2017). Similar to Lau and colleagues (in
press), I would suggest that more research is needed to focus on solu-
tions in the leadership literature that can lead to policymaking. This
work also partly necessitates understanding privileges or advantages
that men face (i.e., the lack of barriers).

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been solved when we have an

increase in articles uncovering bias (Treviño, Gomez‐Mejia, Balkin, &
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Mixon, 2018) as well as an increase in articles documenting what hap-
pens when women exogenously get power, especially in field settings
(Arvate et al., 2018; Matsa & Miller, 2013). Further, additional
research is required on the impact of diversity outcomes as well as
on how interventions can reduce bias against women that manifest
from structural inequalities. Of course, similar efforts to solve this puz-
zle can be applied to inequality more broadly (e.g., sexual identity,
nationality, ethnicity, age, social class) as well as to better understand-
ing intersectionality.

#8: What is the unifying theory of leadership?

Leadership science is plagued by theory proliferation to the point
that individual concepts of leadership (e.g., transformational leader-
ship) and in particular their measures are said to be their own theory
(Van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013). In fact, individual leadership con-
cepts are essentially characters in a much broader theoretical story
(Shepherd & Suddaby, 2017). Unlike other areas of the social sciences
(e.g., economics, Wulff et al., 2023), we lack strong, unifying theoret-
ical frameworks (Pfeffer, 1993). Solving the puzzles that precede this
last puzzle will be necessary to tell the story of the critical phenomena
in the leadership domain. Paradigms have a number of helpful benefits
which include aiding in the coordination of efforts, attracting
resources for our discipline, and having more effective stakeholder
communication.

How will we know when this puzzle is solved?
We can say that this puzzle has been definitively solved when a

number of leadership theories have been properly tested and failed,
retired, or combined with other leadership theories representing at
least a 90% reduction in existing “leadership theories.” Most tests of
theory lack theoretical precision (Edwards & Berry, 2010). The emer-
gence of 2–3 testable leadership theories that can explain a meaningful
amount of phenomena in organizations is required.
Four actionable guidelines for accomplishing our scientific
puzzles

The puzzles presented above are specific yet rather ambitious and
will be no easy undertaking to answer. Hence, we must now consider
actionable steps for accomplishing these puzzles. These actionable
guidelines also serve to address the scientific diseases previously noted
in The Leadership Quarterly including (1) shunning null results and pub-
lishing only statistically significant results (significosis), (2) over
emphasis on novelty (neophilia) and (3) fetishizing new theory (theo-
rrhea), (4) poor methodological rigor (arigorium), and (5) a disjointed
scholarship (disjunctivitis) (Antonakis, 2017b). The action guidelines
are summarized in Table 2 along with supporting descriptions.

Open science

First, open science practices should be leveraged as appropriate
given the design and purpose of the study. Open science represents a
broad set of constellation of values, categories of activities, and very
specific practices (Banks et al., 2019; Nosek & Bar‐Anan, 2012;
Nosek, Spies, & Motyl, 2012). The broad nature of open science as a
concept can lead to some confusion over what open science represents.
At The Leadership Quarterly, we view open science as a set of values
related to those identified by the National Academies of Science,
Engineering, and Medicine (2017): objectivity, honesty, openness,
accountability, fairness, and stewardship. Castille and colleagues
(2022) suggested that there are a buffet of open science practices that
scientists can choose from and showed how different practices can be
enacted to be consistent with these six values. Similarly, I encourage
scientists who wish to help answer scientific puzzles to consider these



Table 2
Actionable guidelines for solving leadership puzzles.

Actionable guidelines Description Examples

1. Open science ▪ Open science practices should be leveraged as is appropriate given the design and pur-
pose of study.

▪ Study preregistration (i.e., explicit, documented
planning)

▪ Open data, analytic code, study materials
▪ Registered reports and results blind reviews
▪ Transparent reporting of authorship practices
▪ Accepting/publishing/embracing null findings

2. Interdisciplinary
collaboration

▪ Large scale, interdisciplinary collaborations need to be used to accelerate the advance-
ment of science.

▪ Prospective meta-analysis
▪ Adversarial collaborations on direct and concep-
tual replications

3. Triangulation ▪ Multiple methodologies can be used to study the same phenomena from different
perspectives.

▪ Inductive, deductive, and abductive qualitative
research

▪ Inductive, deductive, and abductive quantitative
research

▪ Experimental (in field or laboratory settings)
▪ Quasi-experimental techniques (e.g., regression
discontinuity or difference-in-difference designs)

▪ Survey-based approaches
▪ Data science (e.g., topic modeling, deep learning
models).

4. Fixing common
methodological
mistakes

▪ Common methodological mistakes must be minimized in quantitative and qualitative
research in the theorizing, design, analysis, and interpretation phases

▪ Comparing “poison” vs. “medicine” groups in
experiments

▪ Sampling on the dependent variable
▪ Conducting mediation tests with endogenous
variables as the independent variable
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values and then to align their research with these values as it makes
sense.

As one example, consider study preregistration. Study preregistra-
tion can best be thought of as a plan. Regardless of one’s study design
and research questions of interest, it is a good idea to begin with a doc-
umented plan even if that plan changes (such changes can be further
documented). In other words, one may be conducting qualitative
research (e.g., Qualitative Content Analysis; QCA), gathering archival
data, or planning an experiment. Whether the work is inductive,
deductive, or abductive, some basic plan at the start is beneficial for
the research team and future scholars who wish to build upon their
work. Still, some scholars may identify legitimate reasons why a pre-
registration does not make sense for a particular study. Instead, those
scholars can share other materials, such as interview and focus group
guides or data, analytic code, and a transparency checklist (Aczel et al.,
2020).

As a second example, a registered report is the submission of an
Introduction and Methods section to a journal. It helps to give
researchers the opportunity for early feedback from reviewers (before
a study is executed) and hopefully an in‐principle acceptance (IPA) is
awarded meaning the work will be published regardless of the results
as long as researchers stick to their study plan. Despite the benefits of
registered reports, they may not be ideal for all types of studies. During
March of 2020 when the COVID‐19 pandemic was unfolding, scholars
would not have had time to complete a registered report submission
and multiple rounds of revision before receiving an IPA. Hence, other
open science practices, such as study preregistration followed by a
results‐blind review, may have better served as a means to enact val-
ues. Thus, whereas specific open science practices may be encouraged,
what is most important is that our scientific community remember our
shared values around openness and collaboration and to enact those
values in our daily work. Without open science, we will not solve
the scientific puzzles described above.
Interdisciplinary collaboration

Second, and very closely related to open science is interdisciplinary
collaboration. Some have asked, “is competition ruining science?”
(Fang & Casadevall, 2015). I think the answer is yes and no. In the
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rapid development of the COVID‐19 vaccines, we saw collaborative
competition successfully at work (Dolgin, 2021). There will always
be benefits to individual and small team research because creativity,
recognition and competition for resources can spur innovation. How-
ever, there is also much to be gained from large‐scale collaboration.
Collaboration can also take many forms, such as adversarial collabora-
tions on direct and conceptual replications. This endeavor might
involve, for instance, prospective meta‐analysis in which a very large
team of collaborators works to conduct novel research as well as con-
duct exact or conceptual replications (for a tutorial see Seidler et al.,
2019). Scientific competition will always be present because of the
drive for evidence‐based advantages. What is required in the 21st cen-
tury though is an increase in interdisciplinary collaboration.

Triangulation using different methodologies

Third, the solutions to leadership science puzzles will require mul-
tiple methodologies. Every methodology has its advantages and disad-
vantages. No one study or its design is perfect. That is, there are always
limitations in study designs. Consequently, we can better solve our
puzzles by leveraging triangulation which is defined as the use of
‘‘multiple reference points to locate an object’s exact position’’ (Jick,
1979; p. 602). Methods can include qualitative (e.g., inductive or
deductive), experimental (in field or laboratory settings) and
quasi‐experimental techniques (e.g., regression discontinuity or
difference‐in‐difference designs) as well as survey‐based approaches
and data science (e.g., topic modeling, deep learning models). Each
of these techniques has its advantages and disadvantages. What is
most important to us is that the design is robust, with strong
counterfactual evidence, and that the findings can be reproduced
and replications attempted, which is a hallmark of the scientific
method. By combining techniques within or across a set of studies,
we can build a stronger body of evidence to more definitely answer
scientific puzzles.

Fixing common methodological mistakes

As a fourth and final actionable guideline, common methodological
mistakes must be cleaned up. These mistakes are relatively easy to
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minimize in quantitative and qualitative research in design, analysis,
and interpretation phases of the scientific process. For a list of common
methodological mistakes see Wulff et al. (2023).
1 The author is unaware of the origin and a citation for this term.
The role of The Leadership Quarterly

This journal will contribute toward the pursuit of the puzzles listed
above by publishing meaningful and rigorous scientific research. This
includes scientific work that contributes to theory, practice, policy-
making, and research methods. Consistent with the previous editorial
team, we will continue to solicit submissions from disciplines in the
social and natural sciences. Because of this broad multidisciplinary
focus for the journal, the editorial team of associate editors and the
editorial board are quite diverse in terms of their content and method-
ological expertise (https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/the-lead-
ership-quarterly/about/editorial-board).

As in past years, the journal will continue to accept full‐length arti-
cles (e.g., deductive, inductive, and abductive studies; theoretical arti-
cles, systematic, narrative, and meta‐analytic reviews; critiques or
reflection pieces; applied papers and methodological articles), short
communications (e.g., replication articles, commentaries on published
articles) and proposals which are either registered reports or results‐
masked articles). There will be yearly review articles to be handled
via a two‐stage review process. For a full description of each type of
submission, please visit the journal’s website (https://www.sciencedi-
rect.com/journal/the-leadership-quarterly).

Finally, The Leadership Quarterly also solicits prospective meta‐
analyses (Seidler et al., 2019), ideally as a part of the registered report
process. As an illustrative example, in a previous meta‐analysis by
Banks et al. (2017), a number of limitations in the primary study liter-
ature of leadership were recognized. Rather than wait 10‐20 years in
the hopes that the limitations would be addressed, Ernst et al.
(2022) proceeded to complete a set of preregistered experiments via
an international collaboration. I encourage leadership scholars to con-
sider a similar type of approach. Submitting such a proposal via a reg-
istered report reduces the risk involved and could aid in recruiting
collaborators after the IPA.

We still welcome null results studies; all findings will be held to the
same standard of methodological rigor (for reviews of our method-
ological standards please carefully read our author guidelines and
the following editorials: Antonakis, 2017a, 2017b; Antonakis et al.,
2019; Wulff et al., 2023). Associate editors will continue to decision
manuscripts independently of the Editor (who assigns the reviewers)
on the basis of the journal’s editorial policies (Antonakis, 2017a,
2017b; Antonakis et al., 2019; Wulff et al., 2023). Former editors or
distinguished scholars in the field will be selected to decision manu-
scripts of the members of the current associate editor team with the
spirit of reducing conflicts of interest. The reviewers’ comments serve
as input for decisions and “vote counting” is not used. Reviewer train-
ing at the journal is targeted to ensure that we not only have experts
review manuscripts, but that the reviews are conducted in accordance
with our vision and policies.

The journal has had (Antonakis et al., 2019) and will continue to
have a high desk rejection rate; the acceptance rate is still low (i.e.,
about 5% over the last three years). We do not have a goal rate for
acceptances. Rather, the acceptance rate we have is a simple by‐
product of our values, bearing in mind that we have a responsibility
to society to be ethical and economical. That is, if a paper is likely
to be rejected after a full review because of a fundamental flaw, we
see the value in a rejection after seven days compared to 90 days. In
this way, authors still get feedback on the fundamental flaw, but do
not have to wait as long for a decision. Further, reviewer and action
editor time are preserved for working on manuscripts with a higher
likelihood of publication. This modus operandi shifts editors’ mental
view of submissions. Instead of looking for flaws to justify a rejection,
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our editorial team can be more constructive as they are used to reading
high quality work.

All of this being said, in many ways, this journal is one of the most
straightforward to publish in because (1) we have high standards but
(2) we are very transparent about our standards as laid out in our
author guidelines (https://www.elsevier.com/journals/the-leader-
ship-quarterly/1048-9843/guide-for-authors) and recent editorials
(Antonakis, 2017a, 2017b; Antonakis et al., 2019; Wulff et al.,
2023). That is, decisions are less idiosyncratic and those who wish
to submit have a very clear target, albeit a high one. We think it is bet-
ter to have a clear, high target than one that is ambiguous and vague. If
you conduct sound scientific research with a meaningful contribution,
we will publish it regardless of whether the results are statistically sig-
nificant or null, counter to past research or confirm past research.
Many have lamented the pressure to publish and the need to churn
out journal submissions (Aguinis, Cummings, Ramani, & Cummings,
2020; Nosek & Bar‐Anan, 2012). This is “fast food” science 1. Rather,
we are “in support of slow science” (Antonakis, 2023). Take your time,
put your best efforts into your work, and you need not shop around such
work to multiple journals in the hopes of it finding a home. We will pub-
lish it.
Conclusion

In the current editorial, I proposed a challenge to leadership scien-
tists to answer eight puzzles. These puzzles will not be easy to solve
and as noted, they require improved theorizing, empirical design,
and notably, resources. We must work together. Whereas individual
ingenuity and creativity are necessary, these puzzles cannot be deci-
phered without interdisciplinary collaboration and open science. Let
us galvanize our energy, traverse disciplinary boundaries, and acceler-
ate our science towards new frontiers. In this way, we might lift the
veil behind which the future lies hidden, as Hilbert proposed (1902).
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